Wedding Photography Guide

Natural : Documentary Wedding Photography

Ian Reynolds
Wedding Photography

Congratulations your getting married !
So you got engaged your getting married !. Welcome to the fun
organisation of your wedding. It’s important to know you made
the right choice of photographer for recording your big day.
When the big day is over you can look back at the photos, which
will bring back the feeling of the day, helping you to show future
generations and remind you of your special day. This is your story
that is uniquely yours, you spent years planning for this day and
you can retell it to others, my aim is to record your day so that you
can relieve every memory and feeling as if you are there again.

Photographically, I aim
to make a documentary
photography style of images
from the day with some
formality as part of it. After
all you want your day to
flow nicely and I’m not
going to keep you, or your
guests hanging around for
two hours while I reorder
everybody, to get that
perfect group shot. It’s those

minor things that are not
perfect which help to make
an image a memorable
moment. Which is why I
choose to not let people
hang around for eons.
I try to make it a fun
experience for everyone,

often you’ll see me disappear and then reappear
from a different direction. A lot of preparation is
done before the day to make sure everything runs
as smoothly as possible. There is a lot for you
to think about on your wedding day, but I don’t
want to be one of them, so I’m fully prepared
with an itinerary before the day begins.

Hi I’m Ian Reynolds I am
friendly and approachable
and care about making the
best possible images of your day for you. I aim to make unobtrusive
natural images which sees me blend in with the crowd. I try to
capture natural reactions, special moments and connections between
you, your partner, your family, and your guests.
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I’ve been a professional photographer for 17 years.
I’ve photographed everything from rock concerts,
hip-hop concerts, editorial portraits, album
covers, celebrities, riots, landscapes, advertising,
architecture and more. I also perform freelance
retouching in photoshop, and have also lectured
in digital imaging for the last 15 years. I began
photographing weddings about seven years ago
and have enjoyed them ever since. I’ve actually
been taking pictures since I was 12. I didn’t
take it up as a career until I became a mature
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photographic graduate at the
age of 27. So hopefully that
gives you the reassurance, that
I know what I’m doing. I will
produce a lovely story of your
day for you, to remember long
after the last dance, the last
canapé, and the last glass of
champagne has been polished
off on your big day

I will be there from your first bit of makeup, through the whole day capturing
those special moments to your first dance.
Coverage lasts around 10 hours. From those
10 hours are usually produced around 400 to
500 finalised images which are given to you
on a USB stick (actually 2, one is a back up).
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Should you wish to choose an album you
can find examples on my website, layout,
colour, covers can be sorted out at a later
date. These produce a lovely portable story
of your day which will last for years to come.

While my primary shooting style is that of
a non bossy documentary photographer,
I also insist on creating spectacular staged

portraits throughout your special day.
This may be during the middle of the day
and also during subsequent gaps in your
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timetable, where you can all go off
with a glass of wine in your hands and
spend 10 to 15 minutes as the light
changes making some lovely portraits
of both of you on your special day. It
also gives you a little breather to slow
down and catch your breath.
Why documentary photography ?
Documentary photography is also
commonly referred to as, candid,
reportage or photojournalistic. This
means that the photographer does
not orchestrate or alter a situation.
Moments are encouraged to happen
naturally as they would and the
photographer puts themselves in the
right place at the right time to capture
the best angle and light. Documentary
photographs are made to tell a story.
During your wedding day, I will not
touch or move anything. I won’t take
over your day, it’s yours to enjoy. I’m
not just a photographer on the day I
am also a hidden guest, who is also
known to tell very bad jokes. My aim
is also to make timeless images and a
long standing record of your day.
Planning the day
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I also aim to sit down if possible with
my couples to plan a timeline of the
day, so it’s obvious where pockets of
time can be found to complete the
formal images. I do find that venues
underestimate this time so it is a
good policy to add in at least a spare
40 minutes to an hour during the
day over and above what has been
previously discussed. This allows for
a smooth running of the day when
the odd thing may cause a slight
delay in the schedule. It is a good
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idea to factor in travel time when moving
between venues, I find often this section is
overlooked. Once these have been planned
before the day, this only helps for a smooth
day with any stresses removed. It is also
worth remembering when planning group
images, each group shot takes a minimum
of 6 minutes each. Group images need to
be preplanned to avoid time overruns. I
usually need between 45 minutes to an hour
to shoot these. As well as a minimum of 30
minutes with the couple only. Due to light
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changes I also will take the couple out for
brief 15 minute sessions throughout the
rest of the day, where time allows. I aim for
this to happen for an additional two times
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during the day.
On These two pages are examples of wedding
albums i have produced after the wedding

images have been shot and processed.
The images to make up the album were
chosen by the couples. The images were then
layed out by myself, and signed off by the

couples before printing.
Front cover finishes and colour were also
decided at this point.
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Kind Words

Stuart and Courtney :
Ian took fantastic, natural photos and made us look
amazing. The unguarded moments were the best.
We all felt at ease and comfortable due to his friendly
and welcoming nature.
Mr & Mrs Davies
What was your favourite image Ian made of your day :
Standing with the venue in our background during the
evening - really all of the photo’s are AMAZING!
What did you like about how Ian Reynolds photographed
your day : Ian was so friendly, calming and great to be
around.
How did Ian Reynolds Make you feel on the day :
Amazing, Ian captured our every moment and the
album we have received is so perfect and makes us feel
as though we are living our day again.

Ian Reynolds Wedding Photography
Tel : 07941-323971
Email : hello@ianreynoldsphotography.co.uk
www.ianreynoldsphotography.co.uk
Based in West Wolverhampton
(but I Can Travel anywhere)
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facebook :
facebook.com/ian.reynolds.wedding.photography
twitter : @IANREYNOLDSPHOT
Single full days coverage prices at this url below
www.ianreynoldsphotography.co.uk/weddings/
Contact me via my contact details to start the
discussion about how i can record your special day.

